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Abstract

The concept of convex extendability is introduced to answer the problem of finding the smallest
distance convex simple graph contaioing a given tree. A problem of similar type with respect
to minimal path convexity is also discussed, (c) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction

We consider only finite, simple, undirected graphs G of order p and size q. Let us
denote, diam(G)= max{r/(tt,u), u,v£V(G)}f ^(w) the neighborhood of u =
{v: </(w,t?)=l}, W[«] = {«}uV(m), = d(u,v) = k} for l,2,...,diam(G),
and C(G) the center of G. The definitions and terms not mentioned here are from [2].
Of concern in this paper are the geodesic convexity and minimal path convexity

defined for the vertex set of a connected graph. In a connected graph G with its
intrinsic metric r/, Mulder [9] has defined the interval between u and v as

Iiu,v) — {x: X is on a shortest u-v path}.

AC V(G) is geodesic convex (rf-convex) if I(u,v)CA for every u and v in. A. Sev
eral aspects of geodesic convexity in graphs have been discussed by Soltan [11],
Hebbare [8], Rao and Hebbare [10], Mulder [9] and Van de Vel [12].
AC V(G) is minimal path convex (m-convex) if I{u,v) = {x: jc is on a chordless

u-v path}C^ for any u and v in A. Separation properties, evaluation of convex
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Fig. 1.

invariants, etc. have been studied by Father and lanuson [6]. Duchet [4.5], Bandelt [1]
""tiTW to classify graphs accord^ r't^cts'Xtora
Hebbare [7] called the e^V se^ 5™ „nvex sets and defined a graph to be (k,<o)-
complete subgraph and K(G) as tnvi number, the size of the largest

for m «>1 are d.c.s. and any d.c.s. graph is m.c.s. "nte graph G of Fig. 1 isA.ffi.n ' ... «• /I r» e

an m.c.s. graph which ts not ric.s. ^ 'Describe the smaUest d.c.s.
In this paper we first consider a p problem motivates the defi-

graph containing a give^ ̂  ^ „,der atmost nme is
nition of a convex extenda g^e and trees of diameter four whose

a^rirex extendable. M analogous problem for
m.c.s. graph is also discussed.

2. Convex extendable trees

The following properties of d.c.s. graphs are of interest to us.

Theorem 1 (Hebbare [8]). A distance convex simple graph is planar if and y f

Tteorem 2 (Hebbare [8]). ri connected planar
convex simple if and only if for each vertex u of degree at least
unique vertex u' such that N(u) — N(u ).

Two such vertices « and a' are called partners.
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ftoWem (Hebbare [8]). Describe ri.e smallest disbmee convex simple graph containing
a given tree of order at least four.

F« . ~

bipartition rfildle slnaUest d"c.s. graph we note by Theorm 1
tree isomorphic to T. Howe • ^oimd is attained if and only rf
that, for any d.c.s. graph q>2p 4 ^ containing T
it is planar. So. for » ̂  ^le smaUest d.c.s. graph eontaining T. This
as a spanning subgraph, then tnat win oc u
observation motivates,

DefinWon 1. A tree r is convex extendable if it is a spanning tree of a distance
convex simple graph.

.  • tKat nr, is convex non-extendable. Hence,
From the remarks made above, it is clear tha i.n

we consider only trees which are not stars.

MUdM 1 tSuOley and earm of G, to .U Ihe

vertices of G/+i tor i — i,.t,.. •»«

double star.

we shall now describe an op-tion ̂
non-adjacent vertices of G-Jom « to^ „) and in this graph W(«)=N(»).
in W(«). The resulting graph is denoted by G♦ lu.")

^v(r\ uv4EiG\ for any w\,W2^N{u)UN{v),Remark 2.1. If G is planar, u.veV(G), K ^ embedded so that
w\ ^N{u)nN{v),{u,v} is a w\ W2 sep y) is planar. Also, if « and u
u,vMu) and N{0) are all in the same fhce, then GHu,v)
are partners, then G * (m, w) G.

L«mna 3. Any path of length at least four is convex extendable.
Proof. Let f be a path of at least four, giflier a
JV,(«) consists of two non-adjacent vertMS or ft, where r is"
pair of non-adjacent vertices or a smg
the radius of P. Now the graph

G = («) -b {W(«)) + (Mu)) + • • • +

is a planar d.c.s. graph containing P. Q
Theorem 4. Any tree of order at most nine U convex extendable.



T  \T fti\ <f) Assuinc that «v.^i) ^ j\^(nt

the H - wi pa1» ™ ̂  "' . ̂  required plan" d ® ®' 8'®?'^ . . required

There is

irrrs;?i'(uy)*(u..wz) i® the r^iuired graph. Surce IKl
I  trees are convex extendable-

Theorem 5. The following classes of trees
(a) Trees of diameter tinee. ^ jegree.
(b) Trees of diameter four whose central
(c) Trees of diameter five.

Proof for ®°®®

(a) Since,r is of diameta J~ "f6„i,r,....M. Then r*(h..oi)*('""®r)
- «'>-<«■:•■„•

quired graph.
(c) Proof is on similar lines.
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Fig. 2. Convex non-extendable trees of order 10.

Remark 2.1.

(i) In (b), if the central vertex has odd degree, the result need not be true (Fig. 2a).
(ii) There exists convex non-extendable trees of diameter six (Fig. 2b).
(iii) A sufiEicient condition for a tree to be convex non-extendable is that V{T) has

a bipartition V\ and V2 such that |f^| is odd and each vertex of V\ is of degree
greater than 2.

3. Minimal path convex simple graphs

If m-convexity is considered, (0,2)-convex graphs are called m-convex simple.

Theorem 6 (Changat [3]). A connected graph G is m-convex simple if and only if G
has no non-trivial clique separators.

We consider a problem similar to the problem discussed in Section 2.

Problem. Find the smallest m.c.s. graph containing a given tree J, |T|^4.

If T =K\,n\ «>3, Ki^n is such a graph and its size is 2n.

Theorem 7. The size q of the smallest m-convex simple graph containing a tree
T  satisfies, /? - 1 + + m - 2, where \ViT)\ ̂  p and m is the
number of pendant vertices.

Proof. Let u\ be a pendant vertex of T and v be the vertex adjacent to u\. Let
M2,Ui,...,Uk be the other pendant vertices adjacent to v. Let V{,V2,...,vi be the pendant
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Ti: a

Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.

Tf.

Fig. 5.

tree r in which /. . , o«/i neither a vertex
taking a spanning tree J''® G^^M^mc.s. graph and size of G

q^p-{- m — 2. ^ Kinrkc and hence all vertices are of
Now, note that mx.s. graphs are ^ vertex is

degree at least two. Therefore, to make 7 Txo be added and hence
to be increased by atleast one. So, atleast [m/2] g

p - 1 + [w/2]^ p - 1 + w/2. □

The foUowing examples iUustrate that there are wes attaining both the bounds.
Consider the tree Ti in Fig. 3. ^ j j _ p _ 1+ ot/2 containing T\.
The graph G m Fig. ^ an m.c^. o ^ ^ Tt-lxi.xt} is
Consider the tree Ft of Fig. 5. In Ft. { h 2} are to be added.

totaUy disconnected. So, to get an m.c.s. graph aueasi nve b
Hence ^ = 13 = p + /w-2.
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